As our implementation research has shown, schools can be greatly assisted in accomplishing and
sustaining the goal of over 90% of children reading at or above grade level by connecting with and
aligning with community organizations. A2i Summer is the tool for community and school organizations to
help programs support children’s literacy during the summer months.
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A2i Summer provides consistent technology, similar to what is used in the classroom, for ongoing support
to summer programs. This provides instructors working with children, multiple activities and strategies that
are grade and age appropriate. A2i Summer assists instructors with lesson planning and ensures that
children are getting exactly what they need to reach reading proficiency by the end of 3rd grade.
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*Progress monitoring needs six weeks between administering to be fully reliable

Learning Ovations builds the capacity of the Lead Organization staff to sustain and scale the A2i Summer
in their communities. This image shows one framework for organizational relationship and critical roles:
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Learning Ovations: Literacy Outcomes
Specialist (LOS)

The Literacy Outcomes Specialist (LOS) supports the
Lead Organization as they implement Science of
Reading research through the A2i Summer platform
including questions about assessments,
recommendations, and curriculum. The LOS does this
through a gradual release of responsibility model to
build the capacity of key players for A2i Summer.
Initially, the LOS's support is heaviest in the Prework,
Plan and Launch & Support phase, transitioning
support to consultation with the Lead Organization
Implementation Manager.
Learning Ovations builds the capacity of the Lead
Organization staff to sustain and scale A2i Summer in
designated Summer school programs

Lead Organization: Implementation
Manager

This individual(s) is the primary liaison with Learning
Ovations and supports planning of trainings, support
with rostering and provides insight into program
characteristics and needs.

Summer Program Staff

Individuals directly using the A2i Summer Platform
and in need of Initial Training and on demand
support from Learning Ovations

